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AFRICAN-AMERICAN ACTIVISM

Culture
expressed
through
photos
By Rebecca Pirayou & Ryan Vermont
Staff writers
The African-American Student Activism Portrait
Series was hosted yesterday in Dwight Bentel Hall
to bring recognition and awareness to the AfricanAmerican student activists on campus.
SJSU associate professor, Dr. Duane Cheers, came up with
the idea of the event and brought together several of his former
students to fulfill his thoughts. One of those former students
is junior journalism major Ashli Lett who photographed
some of the portraits displayed at the exhibition.
“Our goal is to just get the word out,” Lett said. “SJSU
isn’t really a big African-American community kind of
school, so (our goal is) to get everyone to participate.”
Students, faculty and other members of the SJSU
community toured the gallery, admiring the portraits.
Some were in color, others were in black and white.
Each of the portraits had its own style or flair which,
in some way or another, illustrated racial pride.
“I think all the pictures in general depict the diversity
that we have here on campus, even within the black
community,” said Monique Romero, senior public
relations major. “As you can tell, everyone is involved in so
many different things. If you’re a black student on campus
who’s looking for something that you want to fit in, like
you’re looking for your niche, you can find it because there
is so many things for us out there on this campus.”

Quincy Bouldin | Spartan Daily
Darryl Pulley (left), Cheryl Scales (middle) and Gearon Crockett (right) who are members of
ʻSound Oasisʼ perform in front of Dwight Bentel Hall during the African-American Student
Activism Portrait Series yesterday afternoon.

Tyler Austrie, the assistant director of the project, said that
he got involved through the student director of the program,
Ramone Farrier, who presented the project to him and made
him realize that it was bigger than what they stood for.
“The black portrait series basically stands for anybody
with a voice that needs to be heard or wants to be
heard,” Austrie said. “ And necessarily it gives them an
outlet to do so. So basically we took 50 or so pictures of
students and faculty members from SJSU, either alumni
or still current students.”
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Sociology senior Karla Ruiz came out to the event after
she saw a post on Instagram and thinks that having any
multicultural event on campus is a good idea.
“I think they’re pretty interesting, I actually know
some of the students so I came to check it out and see
what’s gonna happen next,” Ruiz said.
Austrie said that despite preshow technical difficulties
and missing some of the photo printouts, it was a better
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TESTICULAR CANCER AWARENESS MONTH

Health Center salvation
SJSU student now cancer free
after on campus diagnosis
By Kato Guzman
Multimedia editor

Quincy Bouldin | Spartan Daily
Alec Giurlani keeps in contact with the Health
Center doctors that helped diagnose his cancer.

On Nov. 25, Alec Giurlani’s life
changed when he was diagnosed
with testicular cancer by the SJSU
Student Health Center.
After surgery and five months of
chemotherapy, he is now cancer free.
Giurlani, who is a junior creative arts
major, had been to his doctor several
times in August of 2015 after suffering
from severe back pain, but was turned
away with a bottle of pills and disregard
at Valley Health Center Tully.
At first, the pain was more of an
annoyance, but over time, it grew and
his stomach began to ache immensely.
On the rare occasion he was able to eat,
he struggled to keep his food down.
Over the course of three months, he
had lost almost 30 pounds.
As the pain got too intense,
Giurlani decided to visit the Student
Health Center where staff physician
Dr. Lauren Hidalgo ended up
diagnosing his cancer.

“Obviously here at State, nobody
thinks they’re getting cancer because
most students are so young,” Giurlani
said. “That’s why when they found out
I have cancer at the Health Center,
they were in such shock.”
Hidalgo noticed a lump on Giurlani’s
throat and took his other symptoms
into consideration when she ordered
an X-ray and blood test, the same tests
his own physician refused.
When the results came in, she asked
him to return to the Health Center
because she believed he had either
testicular cancer or lymphoma.
She checked him for testicular cancer
and found lumps.
The Health Center can only do so
much and he was encouraged to seek
further treatment off campus.
The staff of the Health Center
are all board-certified with varied
and extensive backgrounds in
specialized fields.

“We have lab services where we can
run blood tests, urine tests, different
cultures and X-rays,” said Medical
Chief of Staff Dr. Barbara Fu.
The Health Center can help evaluate
symptoms if a student feels ill. If a
student finds odd lumps in their testicles,
they are encouraged to get it checked, if
not by their own doctors, then by the
professionals at the Health Center.
Hidalgo gave Giurlani a letter with his
test results and the X-ray and he went
to see his doctor who began setting
appointments to run further tests.
Rather than waiting for the tests which
would have taken weeks, Giurlani
decided to seek treatment elsewhere.
“I wasn’t trying to be dramatic, if it’s
cancer I need(ed) it taken care of right
away,” Giurlani said.
He asked his original doctor if
by going to a hospital, he would
be able to get it taken care of right
away, but she discouraged the
option saying she wasn’t sure if his
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BEACH VOLLEYBALL

MEN’S GOLF UPDATE

Spartans are turning the tides

Mountain West
Tournament
Tucson, AZ

By Jose Munguia and Raymond Baltazar
Staff writers

Final results:
1. UNLV
2. NEW MEXICO
3. FRESNO STATE
T4. SAN DIEGO STATE
T4. COLORADO STATE
6. WYOMING
7. NEVADA
8. SAN JOSE STATE
9. BOISE STATE
10. AIR FORCE
11. UTAH STATE

-18
-15
-5
-4
-4
-3
+2
+5
+8
+14
+18

SJSU player scorecard:
T20. Taylor Bromley
T30. Scott Munger
T36. Kevin Velo
T36. Matthew Murray
T39. Bradley Keyer

-1
+3
+6
+6
+7

Infographic by Kavin Mistry

The SJSU beach volleyball team
turned around its program this
season by going 9-11 overall,
knocking off University of
California Berkeley, a top 15 team,
twice along its journey.
After going 0-14 last season, there
was only one direction to go: up.
“Yeah we just found out that we
are the most improved team in the
nation for beach (volleyball),” said
Hana Tresnakova, a sophomore
psychology major. “So yeah, I think
that is pretty big for us. We worked
really hard and it is amazing seeing
how much we improved from last
year to this year.”
In the past two seasons, the team
went a combined 0-26. But coach
Aaron Shepardson prepared his team
for a tough schedule this season.
“I’m proud of our improvement
in the past seasons,” Shepardson
said. “It was never the other team
that stopped us. It was always us—
we would have that moment of
doubt, (but) we pushed through
that this season.”
The Spartans opened up the season
with defeats to Pacific University
and Stanford while participating in
the Stanford Tournament, bringing
their overall record for the past two
seasons at the time to 0-28.
Those defeats would not derail
the team of achieving their first
ever win for the program.
“The first time we played
Stanford, we almost won against
them but I don’t know. We just
didn’t make it,” said Julia Menhart,
a graduate student in public
administration. “And then I guess
it was really nice to finally finish

and beat them, because we knew
that we could’ve beat them the first
time but it didn’t work out.”
In their third game of the
Stanford
Tournament,
the
Spartans took on Sacramento
State University. The Spartans lost
the first two doubles matches, but
came back to win all three of their
remaining doubles matches to get
their first victory in Stanford.
“The team didn’t give up and
fought to win the next matches. I
remember when we got the game
winning point the team stormed
the court to celebrate,” Shepardson
said. “It was a proud moment to all
the girls and coaches and we used
that momentum to get us rolling
for the rest of the season.”
Weather plays a huge factor in
beach volleyball— rain and wind
can change a team’s strategy. If a
team isn’t prepared for it they may
panic, leading to defeat.
“We had a lot of bad weather to
our players credit,” Shepardson
said. “We practiced in rain, wind
and cold, which gave the team’s
attitude a strong demeanor that
they used when we would have to
play other teams in that weather.”
The team also has to deal with
having to practice off campus,
usually in locations fairly far away
as San Jose doesn’t have any beachlike environments.
“In the beginning of the season we
were pretty much going Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday to
practice in West Valley College…
and a couple times we go to
Santa Cruz for wind practice,”
Tresnakova said. “It was good but

it was defi nitely a hassle because
we had to spend at least 20 minutes
going there and going back … It
is defi nitely more convenient to
practice on campus, but because we
don’t have the opportunity we have
to just make the best out of it.”
One of the highlights for the
Spartans was hosting an invitational
in Monterey. The Monterey
Invitational schools included:
University of California Berkeley,
Sacramento State University and
Feather River College.
This was the first time that San
Jose State hosted an Quidditch
invitational. The Spartans won,
defeating every opponent.
“Everyone knew that it was our
first time hosting a tournament,
and we all wanted to do really,
really well,” said Julie Sam, a senior
hospitality management major.
“And the tournament before, we
had played well in Sacramento. So
we wanted to just come back and
show everyone that San Jose was
coming up.”
According to Menhart, the
camaraderie of the team and
continuous hard work they brought
this season was what helped them
have a successful year.
“Our coach taught us that it is not
about winning or competing, it is
more about working hard until you
get there, and then you win said.”
Menhart said.
Follow Jose on Twitter
@Jrmunguia92
Follow Raymond on Twitter
@raysremmurd
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Mike Dutton challenged the
fairness of the election.
Nancy McFadden, who is
only one of three women
in Spartan history to be
elected to Associated Student
President, graduated in 1984
with a bachelor’s in political
science, attended law school
at the University of Virginia,
held multiple senior level

positions with PG&E, served
as a senior member of the
Clinton administration and
served as an advisor to both
Governor Jerry Brown and
Governor Gray Davis.
McFadden returned to
SJSU in May 2014 as the
commencement speaker for
the graduating class. SJSU
and the California State

Board of Trustees conferred
her an honorary degree
Doctor of Laws.
Today’s
presidential
election is a runoff
between Hector Perea,
Alora Frederick and Jared
Garcia. The runoff election
concludes on April 28.
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turnout than he expected. Everyone
involved came from different backgrounds
and majors.
“We just came here for a collective
goal and produced positivity to our
community,” Austrie said. “So anybody
can do it: just take action.”
Close to an hour into the event, the
coordinators of the event quieted the
audience and gathered those in attendance
to lead their eyes to the front of the room
where a large TV screen was set up.

CANCER

from page 1

insurance would cover it.
“When it comes to your health, who
cares about money,” Giurlani said.
Giurlani met Dr. Sandy Srinivas who he
said he owes a lot for having helped him at
Stanford Health Care. He was tested with
ultrasounds, CT scans, X-rays, blood work
and a biopsy which confirmed that he was
in the late stages of testicular cancer on
Nov. 25, 2015.

Each of the several coordinators
introduced themselves, thanked people in
attendance and spoke about their feelings
on the event and then displayed the video
they put together.
“A lot of people don’t know what we do
and how involved we are in what we do,
so it was a good way to show everybody
that people are doing more than school
are doing more than work and what we
assume that everybody is doing,” said
Tatiana Morris, a senior public relations
student who was featured in the photos.

Doctors began treatment immediately
and removed his cancerous testicle, putting
him through a new clinical chemotherapy.
Over the next five months, Giurlani was
going back and forth between the hospital
and home with his girlfriend, Zarin Khan,
senior graphic design major at SJSU.
The two grew closer during this time
and Giurlani’s own positive spirits kept
everyone around him feeling optimistic.
“We grew closer as a couple, and as
individuals, cancer makes people mature

Summer Session

Quincy Bouldin Spartan Daily
(Left to right) Moses Kinnah, Victoria Lynn, Ashli Lett, Tyler Austrie and Ramone
Farrier pose to get a picture taken in front of the portraits at the AfricanAmerican Student Activism Portrait Series in Dwight Bentel Hall.

Morris said she wants to show people
that it’s unnecessary to look at how society
assumes you have to have look, but if
you rock your own look with confidence,
everything will work out.
The video began with a clip of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.’s iconic speech
on civil rights, followed by clips of
African-American students, faculty
and other individuals expressing
their thoughts on aspects of AfricanAmerican social activism.
The last minute of the video showed
footage of SJSU students giving their
personal experiences involving racism on

campus. The footage captured the attention
of the audience and everyone fell silent.
Student social activism has been a part of
the San Jose State campus culture for decades.
“My personal outlook on things is it
doesn’t matter where you come from it,
doesn’t matter what major you are, it just
matters that you take initiative and do
this,” Austrie said. “This was my first art
show and I can only go up from here.”

Follow Rebecca & Ryan on Twitter
@chubecca17 & @Your_Pal_Ryan
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much faster,” Khan said. “We couldn’t do
things that normal 21 year olds could do.”
Testicular cancer is one of the most
common cancers found in young men
between the ages of 14 and 27. In the early
stages of testicular cancer, the survival
rate is close to 100 percent with treatment,
according to the American Cancer Society.
The further along the cancer, the further
the cancer can spread and it becomes more
difficult to treat and survival rate drops.
Giurlani was diagnosed when he was
at the third stage which has a reduced
survival rate from 99 percent in stage one
to 73 percent in stage three, according to
the American Cancer Society.
The American Cancer Society predicts
that, in 2016, 8,720 men will be diagnosed
with testicular cancer and about 380 men
will die from it.
It is a highly treatable cancer, but
taboos in society leave many young men
uncomfortable with the issue and diagnosis
may come too late, according to the Union
for International Cancer Control.
In Giurlani’s case, the cancer could have
been detected earlier had his original
doctor been more adamant about properly
testing him like they did in the Student
Health Center.
By the time Giurlani was diagnosed, his
cancer had spread. Lymph nodes grew in
his abdomen and were pushing against his
spine which caused his initial back and
stomach pain.
Every four weeks, Giurlani would spend
five days in the hospital for chemotherapy
and his girlfriend remembers his consistent
strength and positive attitude.
“Throughout the entire process, he
was so strong which is what made it
easier for everyone else around him,”
Khan said. “He never self-pitied or cried
about it or whined about it; in fact, he

7%
Victims
are over 55
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Information gathered from cancer.org
kept trying to help others during the
entire process too, he was very self less.”
Giurlani credits his positive outlook to
two cancer patients he met in the hospital.
“My roommates in the hospital were
both terminal,” Giurlani said. “I was in the
hospital with people who were going to die
essentially, but both of them were just so
positive and that’s what really helped me
get through the whole process.”
Although he struggled with classes, he
continued to get work done even though some
teachers suggested he take some time off.
“I said no, if you drop the class, it makes
you feel like you’ve given up essentially,”
Giurlani said. “I’ve come this far, I just
want to stick through it.”
On April 13, 2016, Giurlani and Khan
received the news that he was cancer free.
There was no better day than on the day
the couple celebrated the anniversary of
a relationship that had grown stronger
through the difficult journey.
The ordeal has added new perspective to
Giurlani’s life. He says he always enjoyed
helping others, but now plans to go into
counseling for college students to help
ensure they do something they love in life.
Last week, an event was held for the
search to cure cancer in which students
lined up to shave their heads in support of
cancer patients. Maya Rye, a six year old
diagnosed with leukemia and undergoing
treatment, was there.
Giurlani offered a few kind words and told
her mother he understands what they’re
going through and that he survived cancer.
He was passing on the same positive
spirit that was passed to him through his
terminal roommates. They’ll be gone one
day, but through him, their optimistic
views on life will continue to inspire.
Follow Kato on Twitter
@GuzmanKato
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When life gives you
lemons, make an album
By Yale Wyatt
Staff writer
Beyonce has some balls.
REVIEW
As you’ve probably heard by
now, “Queen Bey” has released
her sixth album. In similar fashion to her
previous self-titled effort, “LEMONADE”
was dropped with little build-up. It is
accompanied by a visual component, a 60
minute short fi lm that premiered on HBO.
The buzz surrounding this album is
immense, with numerous publications
hailing it as an instant-classic and “a
perfection of the visual-album.” But since
I’m a college student and have no means of
access to HBO, we’re just going to focus on
the album here.
Back to Beyonce’s balls. LEMONADE is
a concept album, blatantly about domestic
affairs, infidelity, Jay-Z, heartbreak, Jay-Z,
loyalty, Jay-Z and, ultimately, forgiveness.
There’s a lot of sh*t being aired out in
this album and it’s deeply personal,
frighteningly so.
The most famous couple in modern pop
is having an ugly spat on album for the
world to listen; for this reason alone the
album would still be admirable even if it
was hot garbage.
But it’s not hot garbage. It’s pretty
good, actually.
The album begins with “Pray you catch me,”
a quiet and leery ode to Beyonce’s suspicions
of Jay Z’s promiscuity. You can sense her
fragility, especially in the outro, “What are
you doing my love?” Her suspicious ring true
on “Hold Up,” a track written by Diplo and
Vampire Weekend’s Ezra Koenig. It sounds
exactly what you’d expect from the two of
them: twitchy and colorful.
Beyonce adopts a weird rap to keep up
with the beat as her suspicions in Jay Z
turn out to be true. “Can’t you see there’s
no other man above you? What a wicked
way to treat the girl that loves you.”
Then there’s a surprising collaboration
with Jack White on “Don’t Hurt Yourself ”

an aggressive blues track where Beyonce
really shows off her newfound fire.
The highlight on the entire album, “6
Inch,” prominently samples the sultry
classic “Walk On By,” by Isaac Hayes,
and Beyonce does more than match its
sexiness. “Six inch heels, she walked
in the club like nobody’s business.
Goddamn, she murdered everybody and
I was her witness.”
The production style reflects whatever
emotion is driving Beyonce through
the song. For the first half, she’s mainly
pissed and the music matches by being
equally aggressive and thrilling. When
she’s somber and ponderous for most of
the second half, the music is lowkey and
uh, kind of boring. “Sandcastles” is pretty
much a standard affair ballad and despite
having absolutely gorgeous lyrics, its style
doesn’t really fit the album. And “All
Night,” is supposed to be the emotional
resolution between the couple, drags on
forever with really cheesy triumphant
trumpets blaring on (you can almost
imagine the naked cherubins descending
from the heavens to bless Beyonce and Jay
Z’s sweet reconciliation.)
There’s a return to form with “Freedom”
and “Formation,” both bombastic songs
about black empowerment. The former
even has a feature with Kendrick Lamar,
who turns out to be a surprisingly wellfitted partner with Beyonce both in music
and message.
There’s no denying that Beyonce is one of
the classic pop stars from our generation.
“LEMONADE” will be the album she’ll be
remembered for. Give it a listen.
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This week’s drink:
<YÛgYlY`
The “Dafloatah” is just like a
regular root beer float but with
a bite. It consist of a bottle of
hard root beer with a scoop
p
of vanilla ice cream which is
good in itself. As if that wasn’t
sn’t
odka
enough, a shot of vanilla vodka
is added to give it an extra kick.
This drink is perfect if you have
a sweet tooth, also giving you a
nice buzz. It’s a perfect concoction
coction
to end a savory meal with. The
beauty of this drink is that if you
want to get your drink on that
hat it’s
odka.
a simple as adding more vodka.
The ice cream and already sweet
hard root beer masks the bite,
ite,
which gives this drink the potential
to be dangerous so be careful
ful not
egins to
to overdo it. As summer begins
approach, turn to this cold drink to
combat the heat.
O`Ylkafka\]7
Hard root beer
Vanilla vodka
Ice cream

Follow Yale on Twitter
@yyaleyy

Infographic by Kavin Mistry
Drink made by Dakotah Zabroski
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Cesar Chavez plaza
oﬀers fun in the sun
By Tyler Kittle
Staff writer
Cesar Chavez Plaza was brought to life for lunch and
dinner under the sun, offering games for both kids and
adults, food and places to relax from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m., or 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.
The park, located in between North and South Market
streets, was dressed up with festive music, colorful
chairs, games and hammocks for everyone to enjoy. Both
children and adults enjoyed their free time in the park,
either enjoying the activities or relaxing.
“Spring in Plaza de Cesar Chavez,” the latest under the
tag, “It’s Happening,” is part of a series of events made by
San Jose’s Parks and Recreation Placemaking team.
The team brings in temporary events to parks that are
free for the public to enjoy.
“This is what we call ‘activation’ or ‘placemaking,’” said
events coordinator Brian Clampitt. “Essentially what
placemaking is it’s taking existing public space and kind

Tyler Kittle | Spartan Daily
Children play games such as Connect Four at
“Spring in Plaza de Cesar Chavez.”

of repurposing it.”
The placemaking team is a
recent addition to the city’s
parks and recreation section.
“It’s Happening” has
become successful in
bringing more people
into the park, according
to Sarah Zeigler, the
Tyler Kittle | Spartan Daily
recreational leader.
“This is just our second Attendees grab lunch from a food truck provided by “Spring in Plaza de
week putting it on,” Zeigler Cesar Chavez” Tuesday afternoon.
said. “The first week, we
The event hosted several activities for anyone who
went from seeing just 20 to 30 people at time the first attended. Games such as sets for Jenga, Connect Four, a
day to having head counts of over 150 kids and their couple ping-pong tables and corn hole were set up to play.
parents.”
Chairs and tables were scattered around the park, as well
The “It’s Happening” tag has been going on since 2014, as a few hammocks for relaxing in the shade.
starting in Saint James with “Summer in Saint James
Different food trucks come each day for lunch and
Park.” However, demand for similar events grew after dinner. Tuesday’s event had a Thai food truck that drew
“Winter in Plaza de Cesar Chavez,” which took place over a small crowd.
10 days and during the week before Super Bowl 50.
The “Spring in Plaza de Cesar Chavez” event will
“When we closed that up, the public said, ‘Wait a minute, continue through June, according to San Jose’s park,
we loved what was happening there, why did it stop?’ We recreation and neighborhood services website, having
said, ‘Okay, we hear you. We’re going to start another alternating lunch and dinner dates. The name will
activation piece,” Clampitt said.
change to “Summer in Plaza de Cesar Chavez” when the
Indeed, the plaza fi lled up more as the lunch hour season changes.
continued. People lined up at the food truck for some
Lunch begins at 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Tuesdays through
lunch, and there were groups of children who came Saturdays, and dinners start from 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
with their parents to eat and play after a field trip to the on Fridays and Saturdays for the scheduled days.
museum across the street.
For a midday break, it’s hard to say no to spending
“I think it’s great, it’s interactive, it’s family friendly, your time outside with a few fun activities already
it’s perfect,” said Dianne Avelar, who came from the provided for you.
Discovery Museum on a field trip. “I think it’s good for
Follow Tyler on Twitter
@TylerKittle426
downtown and San Jose in general.”

REVIEW

A midspringʼs night play
By Yale Wyatt
Staff writer
For us modern viewers, attending a
Shakespeare play comes with a certain
sort of baggage. Spoken verse, weird
metaphors, early modern English?
What is iambic pentameter?
All of this can seem intimidating for a
casual attendee and it’s up to production
to fire on all cylinders to break down
that barrier between Shakespeare and
the audience.
The San Jose University Theatre’s
production of “A Midsummer’s Night
Dream” does this with ease, relaying the
play’s wit and spontaneity through their
passioned acting and slapstick humor.
At a quick glance, you would hardly know
the production was set up by students. San
Jose State has a wonderful set of actors. A

bit hasty in their recital, but every character
was filled to the brim with passion.
Notable highlights were Carlos
Gonzalez Morales dominating the stage
with his steely Oberon, where his dark
demeanor could be seen as painting the
character as if he were the antagonist.
William Cockery, who plays the
foolish Nick Bottom, was quirky, overthe-top and absolutely hilarious. He can
play the buffoon well and the character
seems almost made specifically for him.
The lead women, Jakarra Taylor and
Danielle Issa, can convey a convincing
friendly rivalry, while their male
counterparts Malik Watson and
Vincent Sanchez could operate as a
slapstick duo. Playing the parts of the

bewitched lovers, they all kept up the
pretense of chaos while not confusing
themselves on stage.
The production is stylized after the
artwork of surrealist painter Rene
Magritte, and as such, set in the 1950s.
It’s an interesting choice in design, but
strangely never truly manifests itself
throughout the play and when it does, it
finds itself at odds with the rest of the play.
The Athenians are dressed in classic
bowler hats and overcoats and the
mechanicals and bewitched lovers are all
dressed in pastiche ’50s fashion. Briefcases
make common appearances. It makes for
great costume design, but hardly emerges
as a proper framing device.
The costumes were colorful, especially
for the fairies, who all had distinctive
appeal. Puck, played by Sarah Haas, was
coated head to toe in what appeared to
be feathers, and alongside glittering
makeup and Sarah’s creepy movements,
gave her a mystifying appearance.

In terms of set pieces, you’re going to
need to use your imagination for the
most part. Besides a few cylindrical
lights to represent the mysterious
forest where the drama takes place,
there is little to indicate where the
scene happens.
The stage is constructed of numerous
white stairs and platforms of varying
heights, which occasionally hinders
the organic movement of the actors in
some scenes.
Despite this, the lack of description
on the stage gives the actors full
responsibility of setting the scene with
their performance and they pull it off.
“A Midsummer’s Night Dream” will
be here every night of the week until
Saturday, at 7:00 p.m. If you have the
time, definitely check out the play.

Follow Yale on Twitter
@yyaleyy

PREVIEW

San Jose Jazz and SJSU team up to celebrate Jazz
By Tony Nunez
Staff writer
San Jose Jazz (SJZ) and the San Jose State
Music Department are collaborating on
Saturday to bring one of America’s dearest
creations to the Silicon Valley.
In celebration of International Jazz Day
and Jazz Appreciation Month, the two will

host a daylong at the historic Hammer
Theater Center.
The celebration of the improvisational
art will kick off at 1 p.m. and play on
until 8:30 p.m.
“We’re just happy to be working

together on this,” said Aaron Lington,
the Grammy-winning director of the
San Jose State Jazz Orchestra. “I think
it’s going be a great event.”
The festival will screen the film ‘Song
of Lahore’ and have five performances
getting down both inside the Hammer
Theatre and outside on the SJZ Boom
Box, which is a mobile performing stage.
The 21-member SJSU Jazz Orchestra
will close out the night with awardwinning vocalists Nicole Henry and
Nicolas Bearde.
“They’ve been talking about it the
last few weeks,” Lington said. “They’re
looking forward to it.”
It will be first time SJZ and SJSU come
together for a celebration of this size and
only the second event of its kind to be
held in the Hammer Theatre since its
reopening in early March.
SJZ executive director Brendan Rawson
has plenty of experience in running
similar events.
Rawson and San Jose Jazz put on the
renowned SJZ Summer and Winter
festivals, which feature some of the most
well-known artists and draw thousands
of attendees.
“This kind of thing is in our
wheelhouse,” Rawson said.
The team-up happened organically.
Rawson and members of the SJSU School
of Music and Dance program met over
coffee a few times and had conversations
about coming together for something
small. Plans escalated from there.
“The plan just evolved the more we
talked,” said Fred Cohen, the Director of
the School of Music and Dance.

International Jazz Day was introduced
in 2011 by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
organization (UNESCO).
The following year, UNESCO had
three high-profile events: a daylong
celebration in Paris at the UNESCO
world headquarters, a sunrise concert
in New Orleans’ Congo Square and a
sunset concert at the United Nations
General Assembly Hall in New York
City. Since then Istanbul, Turkey,
Osaka, Japan and Paris, France have
been the global host cities.
This year, Washington, D.C. will be
the global host city, bringing the music
genre back to its country of origin.
Rawson said the homecoming inspired
SJZ and SJSU to come together.
“The timing seemed to align for us to
get something rolling,” Rawson said.
Since beginning in the early 1910s in
New Orleans, jazz has spread around the
world while impacting and creating new
music. Funk, rhythm and blues, reggae,
ska and hip-hop all evolved from jazz.
“It’s something that when it was
brought out to the world, it resonated
with the everyone,” Rawson said.
Rawson and Lington both said they
hope it’s the start of a great partnership.
“I’m hoping that this might become an
annual tradition,” Rawson said.

Follow Tony on Twitter
@tony_nunez
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ʼ90s pop culture is ʻthe bombʼ
BY Marquerite Tuufuli
Contributing writer
I am a product of the ’90s. Th is glorious decade had
the funniest sitcoms, the best music and the trendiest
fashion styles. Pop culture was defi nitely at its peak.
I grew up with sitcoms like “The Fresh Prince of Bel
Air” and “Full House,” always on the television set in
my home. TV shows in the ’90s were far more than just
entertainment. For instance, Fresh Prince taught us
valuable lessons about racial history, interracial marriage,
alcohol abuse, body image and parental neglect.
Although the Internet was invented in the ’90s,
technology didn’t overpower our lives like it does today.
Our eyes weren’t always glued to our cell phones. We
most likely didn’t even have our own cell phones like
the spoiled brats of today.
Kids who grew up in the ’90s actually had cool toys to
keep them entertained such as Bop It, Nintendo’s Game
Boy Color, Easy Bake Ovens and Pokemon cards. As a
kid, I always looked forward to going to Blockbuster on
the weekends with my family to pick out movies. That’s
how my family spent quality time together.
We also had cartoons like “Hey Arnold,” “The
Rugrats,” “Doug,” “Recess,” “Dexter’s Laboratory,”
“X-Men” and “Catdog.” These cartoons made my
childhood pretty epic.
Beauty and fashion in the ’90s are nothing like today.
The Kardashians and their plastic surgery stories were
nowhere to be found. Women in the ’90s can own it by
simply wearing oversized sweaters with black leggings.
Julia Roberts, Nia Long, Jennifer Aniston and Tyra
Banks are all women who have had made a great impact
in entertainment during the ’90s.
Fashion in the ’90s included a lot of bright neon colors.
Baggy clothes, ripped jeans, overalls, windbreakers and
wearing your baseball cap backwards were all trends
during that time.
The music industry in the ’90s introduced us to hip
hop icons Tupac Shakur and Biggie Smalls. Despite the
fact that these two rappers had the biggest East Coast
vs. West Coast rivalry, both men inspired listeners all
around the world with powerful lyrics that often talked
about life’s struggles before their fame.
Through their music, these men represented the
less fortunate. An example is the song “Juicy” by
Biggie Smalls where he talks about his transition
from poverty to luxury. He also dedicated the song
to teachers who doubted him, to people who would
report him to the cops when he was just trying to
make money to feed his daughter and to everyone in
the struggle. He taught us how to be ambitious and
push ourselves toward our dreams no matter how
many people try to shut us down.
The ’90s produced the best R&B music as well. We

Faculty
correctly
funded
BY Matt Dziak
Contributing writer
The dispute between the California Faculty
Association (CFA) and California State
University Board of Trustees was resolved
one week before the longest faculty strike
this nation would have seen.
Threatening to strike for five days,
spanning two calendar weeks, the CFA
requested a five percent increase in
salaries that was retroactive to 2015.
According to the CFA website, the new
agreement is not retroactive, but includes a five
percent increase in faculty salary on June 30, 2016 and
an overall 10.5 percent increase by July 1, 2017.
Voting by the CFA to ratify the tentative agreement is
open until Friday, April 29.
If ratified, the new contract will expire on June 30,
2018 and the CFA has the option to bargain for a new
contract in July 2017, according to the CFA report.
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had R. Kelly, Mariah Carey, Aaliyah, Keith Sweat,
Jodeci, Brian McKnight, Boyz II Men and the list goes
on. I read a quote on Instagram that said, “If the love
doesn’t feel like ’90s R&B, I don’t want it.” Compared
to today’s R&B music, the ’90s lyrics were better,
the artists sung better and they were more
passionate.
Girl groups were at an all-time high. The
ladies of TLC, Destiny’s Child and Spice
Girls were all about female empowerment
and Girl Power! These women promoted
self-confidence, independence and their
own unique style.
I was obsessed with Spice Girls. I was raised
with four brothers, so I used to think of the Spice
Girls as my sisters. I will never forget how thrilled I was
when my parents got me “The Spice World Movie” on
VHS, along with “Spice Girl Lollipops.” It’s 2016 and I
occasionally listen to their hit song, “Wannabe,” and
sing along.
In the sports world, the Chicago Bulls were on fi re.
The Bulls were led by the greatest player of all time,
NBA star Michael Jordan, who was at the peak of his
career during this time. Complex Magazine reported
that Jordan won six championships in the ’90s as well as
two gold medals.
Another memorable moment during the ’90s occurred

at the 1992 Olympics in Barcelona where “The Dream
Team” was formed. NBA stars Patrick Ewing, Larry
Bird, Charles Barkley, Magic Johnson and Michael
Jordan proudly represented America at the biggest
event in sports entertainment.
In football, the San Francisco 49ers won
Super Bowl championships and had
legendary players such as quarterback
Steve Young and wide receiver Jerry Rice
on the teams. Sports writer Amber Lee
wrote in Bleacher Report that men played
real, hardcore football in the ’90s with less
consequences compared to now.
Sports movies including “Space Jam,” “The
Sandlot,” “The Mighty Ducks,” “The Waterboy,”
“White Men Can’t Jump” and “Angels in the Outfield”
were all classics that ’90s kids will never forget.
The ’90s was such a great decade to be a kid. With the
“All That” reunion that aired this week on TeenNick, a
Biggie Smalls hologram in the making, “Fuller House”
taking over Netfl ix and crop tops back in style, it
seems the ’90s era is trying to make a comeback. I can’t
complain, I’m all for it.
Follow Marquerite on Twitter
@marquerite2fuli

SPARTUNES
Theme

Favorite ’90s song

Vasuki Rao
Layla - Eric Clapton
Kavin Mistry
I Get Around - 2pac
Daniel Reedy
Smells Like Teen Spirit - Nirvana
Rashaad Mubarak
Electric Relaxation - A tribe called quest

Leticia Castro
Baby One More Time - Britney Spears
Dakotah Zabroski
Regulate - Nate Dogg
Jovanni Arroyo-Camberos
This is How We do it - Montell Jordan
Adolfo Oseguera
Don’t Speak - No Doubt

Listen to this playlist and more spartunes lists on Spotify at SpartanDaily
Infographic by Kavin Mistry

The agreement will become a binding contract if
both the CFA and CSU Board of Trustees vote to ratify
in the affirmative.
Although the chancellor’s office has come to a
tentative agreement with the CFA’s request, the journey
to compromise was a blatant message
that the mentors who work tirelessly to
propel students to their dreams are not
valued by their employer.
Recently,
the
CFA
sacrificed
financially in order to preserve the
budget of the CSU system.
In July 2009, the CFA voted 54 percent
in favor, agreeing to two furlough days
per month due to the budget crisis the
23 CSU campuses faced.
According to a report by the CSU
Chancellor’s Office from 2009,
the furloughs could save up
to $275 million to close the
gap of the $584 million
budget deficit at the time.
The budget deficit has drastically
shrunk since 2009 and this fiscal year, it
was the CFA that helped secure $97 million
in additional state funding, according to
SJSU CFA President Preston Rudy.
The CSU Board of Trustees’ decision to wait
until the CFA threatened to strike before coming to an
agreement seemed to be a decision to see if the CFA
would bluff.
However the CFA remained fi rm in its decision to
organize the potential strike and went as far as making
the students fully aware of the consequences of a strike,
which included a shutdown of the 23 CSU campuses.

“

While the CFA has remained on the students’ side
throughout the bargaining process, the question
remains as to whether a career as a university level
educator is worth the necessary post-graduate degrees.
According to a report from the National Association
of Colleges and Employers, the
median annual starting salary for
the class of 2014 was $45,478. 45
percent of CFA faculty earn less
than $40,000.
There is no financial reward for
those pursuing graduate degrees
to become university professors,
and the lack of incentive could
demonstrate to students that
university employees are not valued
by their superiors.
The “Race to the Bottom: Salary,
Staffing Priorities and the CSU’s 1
percent” report indicated that over
the past decade CSU managers and
supervisor roles increased by 19
percent while tenured faculty fell by three percent.
Additionally, the report indicated that manager and
supervisor salaries increased by 24 percent while fulltime faculty salaries increased by 10 percent.
With raises at the administrative level facing little
resistance and drastically different results at the faculty
level, it is hard to make sense of all the dollars and cents.
If the CSU Board of Trustees desire students to
invest into the CSU and its administrators’ salaries,
then it should consider those who work directly with
the students.
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Campus Voices
Should people use restrooms based
on the gender they identify or the
gender they were born with?
INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED BY:
DAPHNE MORALES

STAFF WRITER

Mechanical engineering,
Sophomore

“I believe that people should be able to
express their genders the way they want,
so I think they should be able to go into
whatever restroom they want to based on
whatever gender is appropriate to them.”

Forensic science, Sophomore

Sociology, Senior

“I feel that transgenders already
“I think that people should use
struggle as is, they should be able to
whatever bathroom according to
what they identify as because I don’t go to the bathroom where they feel
comfortable in because I’m sure they
think it’s fair to force them to go
don’t want to go to the bathroom
to a certain bathroom just because
where they feel they’ll be stared at,
society thinks so.”
there’s stalls for a reason.”

Boycott of Target over bathrooms is pointless
By Yale Wyatt
Staff writer
More than half a million Christian activists have signed
a petition to boycott Target.
Target recently released a statement in response to the
anti-LGBTQ bill HB2 North Carolina signed late March,
declaring that individuals must use bathrooms
corresponding to the gender they were assigned
at birth.
“We welcome transgender team members
and guests to use the restroom or fitting
room facility that corresponds with their
gender identity,” Target representatives
said in the statement. “Everyone deserves to
feel like they belong.”
Of course, this has Christian activists in
a hot rush to issue a petition in a not-so-subtle
way to express their disgust at Target. The petition was
started by the American Family Association (AFA),
who, as evident by their name, is heavily in favor of
traditional values. In response to the statement, the
AFA had said, “This means a man can simply say
he feels like a woman today and enter the women’s

restroom… even if young girls or women are already
in there.”
Besides their obvious misunderstanding of what it
means to be transgender, their criticisms brings up
a valid argument. By permitting anybody to enter a
restroom based upon their gender identity, you are
literally allowing anybody to enter any restroom. Gender
identity is something incredibly personal. There is
nothing concrete that can prove how you truly
align yourself, which effectively makes the
restroom a gigantic gray area.
Furthermore, many Target retailers offer
a third inclusive restroom, or a “family
restroom” that’s available to any gender,
according to the Target website. If Target
already offers a bathroom specifically for the
LGBTQ community, why would they fight for
other privileges?
Except that this is discrimination. Shunting the
LGBTQ into a separate bathroom while “normal”
people enjoy “normal” people bathrooms sends an
unmistakable message not unlike the messages that
resonated throughout the South when whites and blacks
had their own designated bathrooms. But there is a clear

difference between the South and North Carolina’s HB2.
Discrimination in Jim Crow was a black and white issue.
Gender identity is something much more amorphous—
creating a solution to this issue is a hard thing indeed.
Truly satisfying either side is impossible.
The AFA argues that open restrooms will allow
unsavory characters to prey on “young girls and women.”
If that’s truly what they are aiming to prevent, they
should argue for a provision to use the open bathrooms.
If somebody wishes to use the bathroom they feel
comfortable with, they should, but only if it complies
with their birth certificate (most states allow sex to be
changed on their birth certificates— in California, it’s
only $11). This would add the legal deterrent of those, as
the AFA puts it, “simply saying he feels like a woman,”
while still providing the tools to those who truly wish
use the bathrooms they feel most comfortable with.
Regardless of how you stand on the issue, Target is
leading the charge for the discussion for the place of
transgender folks in our society. If you have a problem
with that, you can use your own bathroom.
Follow Yale on Twitter
@yyaleyy

Illustration by Jacob Schneider

Google has
the right to
upload books
By James Kim
Staff writer
The Authors Guild was denied a ruling by the Supreme
Court last week after the decision was
made in 2013 that Google was within
their rights in uploading books for
public access.
There are a few things to take
into consideration, including, but
not limited to, the use of language
in academics, the development of
technology and the influence certain
books have socially, according
to their readers. When language
is contextualized into a means
of
communication
and
social
understanding, these concepts become
even more important.
Reading as a study is inherently limited
by the writing abilities of an author.
The language skills developed over the
years are put into a collection of words
and thoughts that may affect readers
in different ways based upon their
understanding of the language in which
they read. Reading books is also very time-consuming, so
this becomes a difficulty in continuing the development of

“

language alongside one’s peers. The database of texts creates
a place for texts to be read in their own way, that is at least
academic in Google’s search engine function.
There can only be so many laws to be broken
in this situation. Google Books has offered,
in terms of free search results for texts,
only incomplete texts with passages that
I needed to look for more information
elsewhere. For example, it would not be
a good application to use for a complete
summary of a text for a reading quiz.
Many documents and books that are
significant to the people of the U.S. are already
available to the public. The references to major
classical works that we have already read online and the
influence of their publishers, especially
socially, after books are published, are
both significant in the determination
of whether a page from that book is
scanned illegally.
Alternatively, there is also a very large
collection of texts available through the
Open Library program, where people
are limited to reading a number of
electronic books based on availability,
and have limited rental periods to read
a book before it is returned for them.
I once read “All Quiet on the Western
Front” through the program, which
only insisted that I download Adobe
Digital Editions (a free program) to
read the free, rented book.
As significant as the copyright laws
of today are, there is also a need to
understand language as it applies to the
people of the world today. Historical
and classical texts are available online
as copyrights expire.
Readers must also understand whether it is within the

As significant as
the copyright laws
of today are, there
is also a need to
understand language
as it applies to the
people of the world
today. Historical and
classical texts are
available online as
copyrights expire.
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rights of the uploader in respect to modern copyright
laws. Text is also a very available resource for individuals
to copy, print and reference at their own discretion.
Given the availability of these texts online away
from a scanned page by Google, there is little
reason here to create a case against Google
in the U.S. Supreme Court. Should the
lower courts rule in favor of those with
claims to literary works, there would be
little difference in the rulings of American
courts since the advancement of technology
allowed for scanned images to be transmitted
over the web.
The ruling by the court of appeals was one that took at
least seven years to decide, and the effect that the ruling had
on the Authors Guild was one that continued to create less
significant controversy in respect to the initial copyright
laws that first created problems for p2p file sharers.
The ruling also deliberated the effect of the company on
literary advancement. Google has some use for the books
it scans, especially as a search engine, and continues on
its own way in its informational understanding of the
world and literature.
Follow James on Twitter
@jdkim38
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Sudoku Puzzle

Classifieds
Crossword Puzzle

Local Ads
SJSU
International House
Close to campus
U.S. & international students
Safe. Friendly. Homelike.
Intercultural experience.
Wireless Internet access.
Computer lab. Study room.
Well-equipped kitchen.
Pianos and game room.
Assigned parking (fee).
One semester contract.
Apply now!
http://www.sjsu.edu/ihouse/
360 S. 11th St., 408-924-6570

Complete the grid so that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9
inclusively.

EWS

Employment

Student Union, Inc. Job Openings!

Previous Solutions

Apr 27th

ACROSS
́ North Pole
assistant
́ Father of Leah and
Rachel
́  Certain down
 Keanu in “The
Matrix”
 Draw forth
 Loan shark’s
interest
 Road sealant
 Eternally
20 Momentous
occasion
22 Change the motif
of
23 Return, as feelings
 Sucker deal
30 Oust from ofﬁce
32 Some barbershop
quartet members
 Luxurious retreat
 Golden Horde
member
 Caspian Sea
feeder
  Sagan or Reiner
 Divided country
 Turnpike rumbler
 Car, for short
 House of Lords
member
 Stage construction
 Laundry additive
 Guinea pig, in a
way

Place Your Ad: Online at SpartanDaily.CampusAve.com or email SpartanDailyAdvertising@gmail.com

 Military
organizations
 Small picture
holders
 Awestruck
 Constant beater
 Home-owner’s
nightmare
 Purchase
 Bland or trite
  Building leveler
 “He Got Game”
director
 Very angry
 Sand, on the links
 Non-PC sufﬁx
DOWN
́ Big keyboard key
́ Make an exit
́ Front half of a side
of meat
́ Political liberal
́ “Much ___ About
Nothing”
́ Hitchhiking seed
(var.)
́ Super server
́ Not even once
́  Alps locale
 Sufﬁx with “hero”
 Group of two
performers
 Be incorrect
 Type of whiskey
or bread
  Change a
manuscript

  Abbess, e.g.

 Boat-deck wood
 “Midnight
Express” wrestler
Bobby
 Burden or
responsibility
 Adjective with
“future”
  Falsely incriminate
 Card for a fortuneteller
33 Thin cut
 Cut covering
 Singer Abdul
 Non-conformist
 Good soil
 “Besides that ...”
 Some glass artists
  Common shape
 Effectively treat
 ___ out
(just manage)
 Falconry or
baseball
 Aligns
 Eyelid afﬂictions
  Bygone Russian
despot
 Crime-ﬁghting
agcy.
 Boathouse tool
 Genetic matter,
brieﬂy
 Savor supper
 “Anytown, ___”
 One curl in the
gym

Come work for the NEW Student Union
this Summer and Fall!
Positions are available in the following
areas:
- Administrative Assistant
Student Union
- Maintenance Assistant
Student Union
- Computer Services Technician I
IT/Computer Services
2IÀFH$VVLVWDQW
Event Services
- Audio Visual Technician
Event Services
- Building Supervisor
Operations
- Building Assistant
Operations
- HR Administrative Assistant
Human Resources
+5%HQHÀWV&RRUGLQDWRU
Human Resources
- Operations Staff
Event Center
-Personal Fitness Trainer
Sport Club
Please visit our application and apply
online at: https://phl.applitrack.com/sjsu/
onlineapp/
Call us for more information at
(408)924-6378.
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SJSU BASEBALL

AVG

.533
HITS

8

RBIs

2

MICHAEL

BREEN

San Jose State University
Students, Faculty & Staff
Are All Eligible To Join!
Show us your SJSU Student I.D.
at our City Centre Branch and
RECEIVE A FREE GIFT!*



Free Online and Mobile Banking



Free, unlimited ATM use at
CO-OP network, 7-Eleven Stores
and County Federal ATM Locations.



Free Car Buying Service
and Auto Loans.



Free Financial Education Seminars.



Multiple Branch Locations, many
conveniently open on Saturdays!

Santa Clara County
Federal Credit Union
City Centre Branch & ATM
140 E. San Fernando Street
San Jose, CA 95112

408.282.0700
www.sccfcu.org
www.facebook.com/SCCFCU
www.twitter.com/sccfcu

*Redeemable only at the City Centre Branch

…It’s About
Building Relationships
For Life
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HEADLINES FOR THIS WEEK’S SPARTAN ACTION
Two Spartans receive Mountain West
players of the week
6RSKRPRUHFHQWHUÀHOGHU%ULWWDQ\$EDFKHUOL
UHFHLYHGKHUÀUVW0RXQWDLQ:HVWSOD\HURI
WKHZHHNKRQRUV$EDFKHUOLKLWRYHUWKH
ZHHNHQGLQ1HYDGDDQGVFRUHGVHYHQUXQVLQ
WKH6SDUWDQVGHPROLVKLQJRIWKH:ROI3DFN
6KHZDVDNH\FRJLQWKHRIIHQVLYHDWWDFNRQ
6XQGD\WKDWKHOSHGVHDOWKH6SDUWDQVZHHS

RHP KATELYN LINFORD

Jump
Start
Your
Future.

Women’s
Water Polo

10:00AM
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Free Rewards Checking;
No minimum balance or
Direct Deposit requirement.

2:00PM

RUNS

Michael Breen went 8 for 15 with four runs scored and two runs batted in
during his last three games. After Breen posted his first three-hit game of
the season on Saturday, the third baseman followed up with another threehit performance on Sunday. After his strong weekend against Fresno State,
his bat stayed hot on Tuesday against the University of Pacific, going 2
for 4. The multi-hit games, and hits in nine of his past 11, boosted Breen’s
season average from .312 to .347 and led way for the Spartans to win two
of the three games. While his amount of at-bats this season aren’t enough to
be eligible for the Mountain West leaderboard, his current batting average
would rank him 11th in the conference. Breen will look to continue his tear
against the University of Nevada, Las Vegas this weekend.
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Baseball team returns home, opens up
homestand aganist UNLV
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%UHQGW&LWWDZKRKLWDFOXWFKJRDKHDGWKUHH
UXQKRPHU7KH6SDUWDQVHQWHUWKHVHULHVOHDG
E\KRWKLWWLQJWKLUGEDVHPDQ0LFKDHO%UHHQ
THIS WEEKEND
ZKRKDVHLJKWKLWVLQWKHSDVWWKUHHJDPHV
UNLV @ SJSU
81/9FRPHVWR6DQ-RVHKDYLQJORVWWKUHHRI Friday April 29
WKHLUODVWIRXUJDPHV7KHSUHYLRXVPHHWLQJ
Saturday April 30 UNLV @ SJSU
EHWZHHQWKHVHWZRWHDPVZDVLQ/DV9HJDV
UNLV @ SJSU
IURP0DUFKWRZKHQWKH5HEHOVWRRNWZR Sunday May 1
RIWKUHHIURPWKH6SDUWDQV7KH5HEHOVZLOO
EHZDU\RI6SDUWDQVOXJJHU6KDQH7LPPRQVZKRZDVIRUDJDLQVW81/9LQ
WKHSUHYLRXVVHULHV6-68·VVWDUWLQJSLWFKHU-RVK1DVKHGLVDQRWKHUSOD\HUWRZDWFK
,Q*DPHRIWKHÀUVWVHULHV1DVKHGWRRNWKHORVVEXWKXUOHGHLJKWLQQLQJVJLYLQJ
XSRQO\WZRUXQV7KHWZRUXQVGLGQ·WFRPHXQWLOWKHVHYHQWKLQQLQJRQD5HEHO
KRPHUXQ,I6DQ'LHJR6WDWHGURSVDOOWKUHHRILWVJDPHVWKLVZHHNHQGDJDLQVWWKH
8QLYHUVLW\RI1HYDGD5HQRWKH6SDUWDQVFRXOGFOLPERXWIURPWKH0RXQWDLQ:HVW
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Spartan running back Tyler Ervin
prepares for the NFL draft
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EHVWHYHUE\DQ\6SDUWDQDWWKH1)/FRPELQH
+HLVSURMHFWHGE\1)/1HWZRUNWRJR5RXQG
IRXULQWKHGUDIW

NFL DRAFT BEGINS
Thursday April 28 @ 5:00 p.m.

STANLEY CUP PLAYOFFS UPDATE
Sharks to begin round two on Friday
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Illustration by Kavin Mistry

ROUND 2
Friday April 29

PREDS @ SHARKS

Sunday May 1

PREDS @ SHARKS

Tuesday May 3

SHARKS @ PREDS

Thursday May 5

SHARKS @ PREDS

Saturday May 7*

PREDS @ SHARKS

Monday May 9*

SHARKS @ PREDS

Thursday May 12* PREDS @ SHARKS
*If necessary

Infographic by Kavin Mistry, Articles by Daniel Reedy and Kavin Mistry
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Around San Jose
Stanley Cup playoffs round 2
Games at home
this weekend
Friday April 29
Sunday May 1
Infographic by Kavin Mistry

REVOLUTIONIZING THE GAME

E-sports blast past taboo of mainstream sports
By Ryan Vermont
Staff writer
During the September 2014 “Code/
Media Series: New York” conference,
ESPN President John Skipper declared
that e-sports, despite their booming
reputation, are not “real sports.”
The following spring, ESPN aired the
finals of “Heroes of the Dorm,” a collegiate
tournament of the computer game Heroes
of the Storm.
Social media was in turmoil. With a
network of “customary” sports fans such as
football and baseball, smart-aleck remarks
fi lled the comments section regarding its
place on the esteemed sports network.
It was a statement by ESPN saying that
regardless of whether or not you like
e-sports, they aren’t going anywhere.
On March 30, UCI News revealed that
UC Irvine has plans to invest in a stateof-the-art arena equipped with highend gaming PCs . The arena will feature
80 computers specifically designed to
host local 16 team tournaments with
five man teams.
“We hope to attract the best gamers
from around the world, and our academic
programs in computer gaming science,
digital arts, computer science, engineering,
anthropology, law, medicine, neuroscience
and behavior create a strong foundation for
research and inquiry related to gaming,”
said Thomas Parham, Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs at UC Irvine.
To go along with the arena, a stage for

events and a live webcasting studio will be
constructed, and as many as 10 academic
scholarships will be offered to students on
their e-sports team.
Last year, UC Irvine was rated the
top school in the country for gamers
by College Magazine thanks to its
successful e-sports teams, strong gaming
culture and educational programs that
supported gamers.
“As someone who has been really
into games his whole life and enjoyed
competing I would have to say that this
is an awesome thing for them to do,”
said Spartan Starleague member Jason
Dunham. “I am not too surprised that
it is Irvine and it makes me wonder if
Blizzard is playing a role in this since
their headquarters are there.”
Spartan Starleague is the name of the
e-sports club on the SJSU campus.
Blizzard Entertainment Inc. is an
American video game developer and
publisher who has and has created popular
games like Warcraft, Starcraft and Diablo.
Dunham was a member of the team
that represented San Jose State in the
2016 Heroes of the Dorm event. The team
advanced to the fi nal 16 before eventually
losing to University of California
Berkley’s team.
Each member of the winning team of
Heroes of the Dorm walks away with
tuition for their entire college career as well

as “more than $500,000 in scholarships
and other prizes” according to the official
Heroes of the Dorm website.
Dunham said that having a private area
for gaming would definitely give Irvine an
edge on the competition.
“If they keep this area up to date, players
will have excellent machines and internet
connections which is absolutely an
advantage because not everyone has the
best hardware for gaming,” Dunham said.
He went on to say that it would also
improve team chemistry playing in
the same location, rather than over the
internet, and also that it would provide
a similar environment to what the
competitions would be like.
E-sports is continuing its rise in
popularity and with technology becoming
more and more of a fundamental part of
life, the upsurge comes with little surprise.
Market
research
firm
Newzoo
anticipates 2016 e-sports revenues in
North America alone to reach $175
million. Merchandise, event tickets,
sponsorships, online advertising and
media rights all bring in income.
It’s only natural that bigger and bigger
colleges are taking notice.
UC Irvine is the largest, but not the first
university, to create a program for e-sports.
Robert Morris University introduced
the first scholarship program for Robert
Morris University and was the first school
to offer gaming scholarships in 2014.
Since then, several other colleges have

instituted their own scholarship programs,
including Columbia College in Missouri,
the University of Pikeville in Kentucky,
and Maryville University in St. Louis.
Gina Browne, who works in the SJSU
Scholarships and Financial Aid Office
relayed her knowledge on the campus’
interaction with e-sports.
“Currently, I do not believe that there
are any (e-sports scholarships) available
at SJSU,” Browne said. “I think it would
be very interesting to have unconventional
scholarships offered because it makes for
a wider and more diverse applicant pool.”
Browne also said that just about every
scholarship offered by SJSU is considered
conventional and are based primarily
on major or the standard qualifications
of challenges, volunteer work and/or
student involvement.
Competitive video games are being
presented in bigger events, with thousands
of fans packed into stadiums to watch
gamers compete for millions in prizes
while millions of more people are watching
over the web.
UC Irvine has already begun its efforts
to build its high tech gaming arena and
e-sports scholarships, which will be given
out in Fall 2016.
Follow Ryan on Twitter
@Your_Pal_Ryan

QUIDDITCH

Spartans take ﬂight
in new tournament
Raymond Baltazar
Staff writers
The San Jose State Quidditch team
hosted its first tournament of the season,
the Best Coast Classic, on Saturday. The
tournament included teams from all
around the West and northwest coast of
the United States that came participate in
the Harry Potter-themed competitions.
The teams invited to the Best Coast
Classic were unable to qualify for the
national Quidditch tournament located
in Columbia, South Carolina.
“The top 60 teams get to go to nationals,
and so from the West, there is a little
under 30 teams that competed and the
top 11 were able to go to nationals,”
said Elizabeth Barcelos, the Best Coast
Classic Tournament Director. “So what I
did was that I invited any team that did
not qualify to come play and have a West
Coast second best championship.”
UC Irvine, University of Arizona,
Sacramento State and the University of
the Pacific were some of many schools
that participated in the tournament.
“There was a West regional at UCLA
and that was huge,” said Andy Trigueros,
senior geology major and one of the
team’s chasers. “I know Anteaters were
there … Arizona State was there. So it
was good to see everybody come here,
even if it is a smaller tournament.”
The event began with a player check-in
at 8 a.m. and SJSU faced off against the
University of the Pacific to start the first
round of games.
Compared to the other teams, the UC
Irvine Anteaters were one of the more
challenging teams the Spartans faced in
the tournament.
“UCI gave us a run for our money,”
said Malik Williams, freshman graphic
design major and one of the team’s
keepers. “They were very offensive and
very physical too. Pretty much the team
(Spartans), we told ourselves that we have

to be physical and we have to be ready.
And it was definitely the closest game we
had today.”
Even though games were going on,
players who were not scheduled to play
at the time mingled with other players as
they watched the other teams compete.
“You share something that most people
don’t understand and I think that brings
people together,” Barcelos said. “I made
friends across the country playing this
sport and I don’t know any other sport
that is like that, that brings people
together so quickly.”
According to Williams, the game of
Quidditch is a friendly environment and
people become as close as a family.
“Even when we went to our first
tournament, schools from around the
West region, … instantly come up to
our team and talk to people they know,”
Williams said. “Then, they see me and
they are just like, ‘Oh hi, my name I’m
so-and-so,’ and we start talking and
instantly become a family real quick.”
Williams who has also played other sports
in high school was able to implement his
other athletic skills into Quidditch.
“With Quidditch, it seems like a
combination of other sports,” Williams
said. “Track and field definitely
prepared me as far as learning how to
condition … with football, learning
how to pick up different plays as they
are happening instantly.”
San Jose State finished off the
tournament, playing one of the last
games against the University of Arizona.
The Spartans went 3-2 and placed second
behind the University of Arizona.
Follow Raymond on Twitter
@raysremmurd
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Raymond Baltazar | Spartan Daily
Spartan freshman (right) Malik Williams charges through the Sacramento
State Hornetsʼ defense toward the three goals on April 23 at Spartan
Stadium. Quidditch was made famous by the Harry Potter series.

